
72 inch eclipse undermount sink

- metal = 14 gauge 48oz pure copper
- model = eclipse undermount - 72 inch
- finish = select luxury metal finish
- drain = right offset - kitchen 3-1/2" size
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dimensions overview
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counter opening 

70" x 18-1/2" x 9"
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ledge profile

1/2" Ledge



advanced sink accessories 

1- select (no package)  |  2 - home chef  |  3 - pro chef  |  4 - elite chef

eclipse undermount 
selected options 

advanced accessories 

drying rack

12 inch - ▢ 
15 inch - ▢ 
18 inch - ▢ 

sponge caddy 

3 inch - ▢   6 inch - ▢
basin grate

single - ▢   segmented - ▢

mixing board triple serve

one size - ▢
9 inches wide
3 containers

notes: n/a

accessory fit 
advanced sink

standard - ▢
17.5" ledge distance

custom - ▢

1 - 4
select

▢
 package

one size - ▢
12 inches wide
5 quart bowl
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drop in bowl

12 inch - ▢ 
15 inch - ▢ 
18 inch - ▢ 

drop in strainer

12 inch - ▢ 
15 inch - ▢
18 inch - ▢ 

baking sheet

12 inch - ▢ 
15 inch - ▢ 
18 inch - ▢ 

cutting board

12 inch - ▢ ▢ 
15 inch - ▢ ▢ 
18 inch - ▢ ▢

segmented cover

one piece - ▢ 
two piece - ▢ 

three piece - ▢ 

install components 

disposal drain  - ▢ 
strainer drain - ▢ 

pro disposal pack - ▢ 
copper caulking - ▢ 

stainless silicone - ▢ 
cleaning & care pack - ▢ 
under sink storage  - ▢ 

selected faucet(s) - ▢

amber bamboo
boards finish

metal finish 
pure copper



COUNTER TOP INSTALLATION
 the front to back cutout dimension must be exactly 18-1/2”. 

the maximum recommended corner radius is 3/8”. 
*please refer to countertop manufacture warranted minimums*

the finished countertop does not completely cover the eclipse sink flanges. 
1/2” will be exposed on the front and back flanges (this is known as a reveal). 

Creating this reveal allows for the  accessories to slide across the upper tier.

1. Cover what will be the exposed 1/2” of the front and back flanges with painters
tape for easy cleaning of excess silicone.
2. Apply a generous bead of silicone to the un-taped part of the flange.
3. Set the countertop and position it properly so you have 1/2” reveal on the
front and back flanges and 1/4” reveal on the left and right flanges. Press
countertop down onto the flange. The silicone should fill any gaps.
4. Wipe excess silicone off of exposed flange.
5. Wait one hour and remove tape. This will ensure there is a clean flange, free
from silicone. Which will enable the Workstation Accessories to slide freely.

eclipse dual-tier
undermount sink 

installation instructions

cabinet & countertop guide for the eclipse sink
The Eclipse Dual-Tier Sink is installed in the cabinet prior to the counter templating.

A support structure, (cleat system of wood frame), will need to be 
constructed and mounted inside the base cabinet(s) and recessed 1/16" from the top. 

For 24” deep inset cabinets installed against a wall the cabinet must be pulled 1”  away from the wall.

clips are not necessary for installation
1) A support frame (cleat system) will need to be built and installed into the
cabinet(s). This frame will support the weight of the eclipse sink.
2) Construct the support frame so that the inside dimensions are 1/2" larger than
the basin’s inside dimensions.
3) Attach the support frame to the interior walls of the cabinet
Support frame must be installed 1/16" lower than the top of the cabinet. installed,
the top of the eclipse flanges will be flush with the top of the cabinet.
Use a level to ensure that the support frame is installed level in the cabinet.
4) Carefully place the eclipse sink into the cabinet by resting the flanges on the
support frame. All four flanges should rest upon the support frame.
5) Use a level to ensure that the flanges are level.
6) The top of the flanges should be flush with the top of the cabinet.
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